INCREASE IN PIPELINE WITH THE LINKEDIN STARTUP TEAM

How Census achieved a 10x INCREASE IN PIPELINE WITH THE LINKEDIN STARTUP TEAM

Census is a leading Data Activation platform, powered by Reverse ETL. Their product transforms the data warehouse into a hub for marketing and business operations, empowering teams to take action with trusted data. When the Census marketing team needed to generate pipeline and secure demos with their ideal customer profile (ICP), their partnership with the LinkedIn startup team enabled them to develop a strategy that increased pipeline astronomically.

From Q3 to Q4, we’ve had over a 1,000% increase in pipeline. It’s wild! I’ve never seen results like that before in my decade-plus marketing career.

Nathan Corliss
Performance Marketing Manager at Census

Objective
REACH THE RIGHT AUDIENCE
- The Census Marketing team approached the LinkedIn team with a clear goal: Book high-quality demos from prospects within their ICP. For them, these were decision makers at data warehouse-native companies that can influence change across data, revenue operations, and marketing.
- Census knew their ICP, but given its niche and nature, getting in front of and converting them posed a challenge. They needed resources and guidance from the experts on the LinkedIn team.

Approach
DEFINE THE STRATEGY
- The LinkedIn startup team worked with Census to understand their goals and develop a strategic roadmap to get there. The process started with a conversation to identify specific targets and performance metrics they wanted to achieve.
- From there, the LinkedIn startup team delivered a fully mapped-out plan to help Census achieve their goals. The revamped strategy was anchored in key areas: audiences and targeting, content and messaging, ad products, and overall campaign structure.
- This helped Census’s marketing team build and refine a high-quality audience, create relevant content and develop messaging, and clearly understand the A/B testing roadmap for the next several months.

It was so much more than support – the LinkedIn startup team assigned a dedicated partner to work with us at the consultant level, really helping us to identify and clarify business objectives.

Nathan Corliss
Performance Marketing Manager at Census
The partnership between Census and LinkedIn went beyond developing the initial strategy. The two teams met regularly to ensure that campaigns were running at peak performance. In these meetings, they reviewed Census's backend data to identify areas to accelerate growth and generate efficiencies based on pipeline insights and sales outcomes.

Corliss credits Census’s success to this ongoing partnership. “The really powerful thing is that after launching, it wasn’t just set it and forget it.” The learnings from backend data reviews allowed Census and the LinkedIn startup team to perform ROI-based optimizations using audience and targeting-driven insights as well as content and messaging-driven insights.

The Census and LinkedIn teams worked closely together to stay accountable to shared goals. “The LinkedIn team was not afraid to say ‘good enough is not okay.’ They really guided us to the point where we were generating extremely high-quality contacts,” Corliss shares.

With regular audits and adjustments, the Census team saw results that far exceeded expectations.

Visit the LinkedIn Marketing for Startups hub for more resources to help accelerate growth for your business.

---

**Results**

**UNPRECEDENTED PIPELINE GROWTH**

With regular audits and adjustments, the Census team saw results that far exceeded expectations.

- **3x** Half over half increase in leads
- **4x** Half over half increase in deals
- **10x** Quarter over quarter increase in pipeline
- **4.4x** Quarter over quarter increase in ROI

“

The LinkedIn startup team felt like an extension of our in-house marketing team. They took ownership of lead quality and outcomes just like us, if not more.

Nathan Corliss
Performance Marketing Manager at Census